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Wendy Fleming
President
Poof! Just like that, another summer is almost gone. It seems the older I get, the faster time goes
by, which, in turn, makes it harder to get things accomplished during a normal day. Albert Einstein once said, “Time is an illusion.” This may be why we never seem to have enough!
How organized are you at work and at home? To make things easier, you should be able to recognize the difference between what’s Urgent and what’s Important.
The definition of urgent means that a task requires immediate attention. These are the to-dos
that shout “NOW.” Urgent tasks put us in a reactive mode, one marked by a defensive, negative, hurried, and narrowly focused mindset. Sometimes I feel like a chicken with my head cut
off when I am given an urgent task. This is because I am usually in the middle of so many other
important things already. Can you relate to this urgent “chicken with your head cut off ” craziness?
The important tasks that you have are things that contribute to your long-term mission, values, and goals. Your time strategy should always start with the urgent items, things that need
an immediate answer or action that day. The hard part is figuring out which one is which and
making sure you get them done by their deadline. No matter how organized you are, you will
never have enough time to get the things done that we are now required to do in our jobs. Understanding and accepting this fact will help you get through your day more easily and with less
anxiety. Just do your best today, and the rest will be there for you tomorrow!
I am in my final months of being your representative as Washington UPMA state president.
I want to thank all of you for electing me to this position, and I want to thank my officers for
your support during the past two years. I have had the pleasure of meeting new Postmasters
and Supervisors while in this position. We have weathered through some rough bumps together and, in the end, we have created new friendships. That is one reason I love this organization,
the friendships and connections. Being able to call and talk to someone who is in the same predicament is priceless. Plus, it helps in leaving work at work. You are going to continue to have
rough days; let’s face it, the Postal Service is going through some challenges, and it’s not going
to get better any time soon. Are you ready to weather the storm?
Fall Conference is coming in September, and it will be a great way to meet new friends and
catch up with the old ones. It will be my last convention as your state president. Please attend
and make it our best one ever! We have great training set up, and your convention registration
includes all your meals for the weekend! There will be a BBQ Friday night at my house for you
and your family. So much fun is in store for you that weekend. See you in September!

Thank You for the Opportunity!
I was awarded an $800 scholarship to attend the 2019 UPMA national
convention in Connecticut, and I am very thankful for the opportunity to attend. It was very interesting mingling with hundreds of managers from all over the country. The training opportunities ranged from
organizing to labor relations to retirement planning. We heard from
the COO David Williams and PMG Megan Brennan. One thing I
found interesting was the COO stating that in the near future Supervisors and Postmasters will have portable, iPad-like devices to carry
with them on the workroom floor. The idea is that we need to get off
our butts and walk the floor more often, and this device will help us
get things done on the fly. He did not indicate to us what size offices
would get them, but from first glance, I can’t help but wonder what
kind of software it will have, and if it will be unsafe walking around
with eyes glued to an iPad.

Trina Loman
Guest Columnist
Postmaster
Tracyton

The first two and half days of convention was almost entirely speeches, and then the last couple
of hours was spent in serious debate. I really can’t explain what happened during that debate
other than to say it was engaging, and the Washington chapter was represented vigorously in
the debate. I look forward to many more opportunities with UPMA and hope that more folks
will get involved. Hope to see you in Kelso for the Fall Conference.
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Get paid for the time you work
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Brian Ireland
Executive Vice President

After wrapping up spring route inspections, I enjoyed a brief stay in my own office, although I did go do some 3999s
in another office one week. However, shortly after that, I was asked to go to Othello to OIC, so I’ve been there since
mid-June. Now, Othello is a Level 20 Post Office without a Supervisor. What does that mean, you may be asking? It means that the Postmaster
position is special exempt, similar to our Level 17 Supervisors—Postmasters who work extra time get paid at the straight-time rate for extra
hours. I spoke with a Level 20, special exempt Postmaster shortly after I got to Othello and asked him how many hours he worked a day. He told
me nine to ten hours a day. I asked him if he was claiming those extra hours, and he told me that he wasn’t. I have some thoughts on this issue, so
I will address them here. If a Postmaster isn’t claiming and getting paid for their extra hours because they think it is going to be better for them
financially in the form of a pay raise, that Postmaster is making a poor decision. I think we all know how hard it is to get a decent pay raise currently. In fact, I’ve heard it said that NPA stands for Not Paid Again. And because of this, I explained to this Postmaster that he would be better
off claiming and getting paid for the extra hours and putting extra money into his TSP than expecting to be paid NPA. This type of thinking and
action also results in the people above you thinking that running a Level 20 Post Office without a Supervisor only takes eight hours a day. Many
times, it is simply not the case, and I have my own experience to know this.
I did get a break from Othello when I flew back to Connecticut for the UPMA national convention in Uncasville at the Mohegan Sun Hotel. The
time was refreshing, with good training provided to us. It was great catching up with friends that I only know because of going to our national
conventions, and it was a great time to meet some new friends, as well.
As I flew in late Friday night, it created an opportunity to go to Newport, Rhode Island, on Saturday with some postal friends. If you’re on Facebook, you probably saw pictures of our adventures there. We got lunch at the Newport Lobster Shack upon arriving and sat under a covered area
right next to the bay. I had fish and chips, which was quite good. The breading was a bit different than out here, and we found out that they use
exclusively cod for their fish and chips. It was very good and, mind you, and I’m not a big seafood guy. Other highlights of Newport for me were
going for a long walk— with some jogging—through town to the beach. Then, as a group, we went on a trolley tour, where I learned that Judge
Judy has a house or cottage there which I would define as a mansion. I also learned that a large estate on the water was turned into five condominiums, of which Jay Leno now owns four. I’m sure he’s ready and willing to buy the fifth one when the owner is ready to sell it. After the trolley
tour, we checked out part of the Cliff Walk, a path that is between the ocean and the mansions that has some spectacular views.
Tuesday was a free day for us, so many people decided to go on various tours. I believe most people either went to New York or Boston on this
day. The group that I hung with chose to go to Boston, which included a trip to Fenway Park to see the Boston Red Sox play the Tampa Bay Rays
in the evening. We got into Boston around 11:00 AM, and the fun began. It was hot, so we went into the Bleacher Bar, where men can use the
facilities and still look out a window and see the baseball field. I could say more about that, but it may cause some confusion. I do have a couple
of pictures on my phone.
The convention experience, as always, was one to remember. I am proud and happy to be a part of our organization, and I would encourage all
Postmasters, Managers, and Supervisors to get involved and participate in moving our organization in the right direction going to infinity and
beyond…or just going forward.

Amsterdam, a
city so beautiful
even I can take
good pictures!

See, not a great picture.
But I was in the path of
oncoming commuters at
the Hamburg, Germany,
train station, so I had to
work fast.

Lazing along an Amsterdam canal, I
spotted this fine mail truck. I never
saw a mailbox, but there’s a post office
of sorts at the central train station.

Deutsche Post and DHL
are conjoined.

A couple of years ago, one of my Cascade Connection articles centered on British post boxes; I was fascinated by the seemingly endless variety of
them, my favorite being one in Liverpool that, from Queen Victoria days, sports a crown! So, postal nerd that I am, I made myself a note to check
out the post boxes in Amsterdam and Hamburg, two places I visited this year. I am disappointed to say that both places lacked the pizzazz of and
loyalty to a postal system as compared to Britain. In fact, there was such a dirth of evidence postal systems even existed, that for the most part I
forgot my mission. (It couldn’t have been I was distracted by all the fun I was having. Nah.) BUT, I manage a picture in each country, as humdrum
as they are. I did, in Amsterdam, think to ask the chatty hotel clerk about the hotel’s mail delivery, and he was flummoxed by the thought of a carrier
stopping by every day. “Why would they do that?!” Any mail that needed to be posted he would drop off at the mail box on his way home.
I am so pleased to have - again, she says humbly - won the national small publication award. I work many hours copyediting the articles and assembling the paper, and as we all know, it’s nice to be recognized when we do put effort in. Though it would be terribly foolish and ungrateful of me not
to express that there is no newspaper without content, so thank you all you lovely people who submit articles and, in particular this edition, send me
pictures! I truly think the pictures are one of the things that helps set ourpublication apart from some others. There are generally quite a few, and it
always looks as though folks are having fun! --Your Dedicated Editor, Michelle
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Is UPMA a club or a representative organization?

Gordon Williams
Vice President - Membership
Summer greetings to you all.
I have been a member of something throughout my whole life. I was first a member of my church, and then as I grew up, I became more involved, and I practically lived there while my mom was the secretary of the fairly large Lutheran church in our community. I became a member
of 4H, Boy Scouts, and later, several school sports teams and, of course, the band. With each group, I found enrichment, support, mentoring, and
most of all, a sense that this experience would somehow help me in the future. The Marines is a very exclusive band of brothers and sisters that I
wouldn’t call a club but, we took care of business, supported each other, and have reverence for those who went before. We also had fun and let
off steam when the time allowed.
I joined the NALC and quickly became a leader and steward upon the beginning of my USPS career, thirty some years ago. Upon becoming a
Customer Service Supervisor, I joined NAPS, and when I became an OIC, I joined the organizations that proceeded the United Postmasters and
Managers of America (UPMA). I’ve held almost every position in our Washington state chapter and some national positions, including national
representative. I went into management to try to make a positive difference, and I have belonged to the management organization for the last
sixteen years. As a union member, in an open shop, some knew that they would be represented by their union whether they joined and paid their
dues, or not. I joined the union to try to learn more than what I was taught back in the day about being a letter carrier (follow the mail). That
process gave me a perspective that I otherwise would not have had early in my career. That college job turned into a thirty-two-year journey with
many positive interactions at many levels of this organization.
As membership vice president for our chapter this past year, I have learned more about what we are a part of than with any previous role I have
held, and I have seen and heard first hand what members think we, as an organization, should be. I have been taken mostly with how little nonmembers know about what we are and what we can do to help improve the working environment for all Postmasters, Managers, and Supervisors,
as well as support EAS. Yet, those non-members and newer members who have not had an opportunity to be active are hungry to help, to try to
improve our work environment, and to have a better working relationship with the senior leaders within each District.
Is UPMA a club or a representative organization?
One thing I hear frequently is that UPMA seems like a club and does not work on behalf of its members. I also hear, “It is only for small offices.”
My response is that it is what you make it or want it to be. If you are a Level 20-plus Postmaster or Manager and you became involved, number
one, you would change the culture of this new organization (incorporated for just 3 years), and two, you could provide one of the tenets of our
organization USPS and UPMA: career development.
As a Title 39 Section 1004 (U.S.C.) recognizes management organizations, we have federal statutory rights of recognition and respect from the
USPS. I often hear from recently promoted craft employees confusion between their union rights under collective bargaining and federal law,
and rights and processes we have as Postmasters, Managers, and Supervisors. ELM 650.2 states clearly the representative rights of any EAS facing
possible disciplinary due process. MSPB and EEO are other recourses that UPMA can help with.
The point is, UPMA meets at the state, national, and—hopefully soon at the 3-digit or regional levels—to come together and take care of organization business, discuss issues that can be brought to the appropriate level or group within each district, per Title 39 USC. This has tremendous
benefit to our members and the districts (Portland and Seattle) we represent in Washington. We also provide a more comfortable environment
to get to know those who come from both larger and smaller operations. It is there we can listen and learn from each other. Our members come
from very diverse backgrounds, and we do not serve our members when we discount the important work we do at every level of office.
UPMA serves its members with integrity and with the best interest of the Postal Service at the forefront. UPMA will also bring forward issues on
behalf of individuals and will bring ideas that can benefit others in Seattle, Portland, and maybe other USPS districts across this great country we
are all honored to serve in our various roles.
United, we are strong. Please reach out to me or another executive board member with any issues you feel need to be addressed; we will do our
best to communicate them at the appropriate level and will work hard to communicate the results to you, the valued members of UPMA. I will
be the chapter president for a two-year term beginning in November 2019. I have worked in this organizational leadership role in the past with
success at the District, Area, and Headquarters levels. We will need a team of dedicated members with both a particular set of skills and the will
to serve in roles that vary in duties but show a commitment to our organization and the rich history of the USPS.
If there are any questions you may have about membership or anything about what UPMA does, please contact me at my work email,
Gordon.A.Williams@usps.gov, organization email gor_don_bleu@comcast.net, or my cell, 360-589-9476.
Thank you, and enjoy the rest of your summer. I hope to see and talk to you all at our conference in Kelso, September 13-15, 2019.

All USPS Employees are
Welcome to Join UPMA
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Be alert for potential action in September
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Teresa Goss
Vice President - Legislative/PAC

So, I am writing this article on a plane headed back to Washington. I have taken the longest vacation of my career with
the Postal Service—I’ve been gone two and a half weeks. Tomorrow, it will be interesting to see how many emails I get to
clear out of my inbox!
Going to Connecticut was so fun, and the convention was wonderful. Lots of lasting memories, and I highly recommend anybody going that has not done this yet. The second week was spent in Tucson taking care of my grandson during the daytime. His name is Forest, and he’s six months old. He’s a sweet baby boy, and I am so thankful for him. We had lots have fun at the lake
and the swimming pool.
OK, enough of my personal vacation. On to what’s going on with UPMA legislation and PAC.
It was great to have a very long session with our new team for UPMA. Their names are Brian McLaughlin, Chris McCannell, and Joel Riethmiller. They have very extensive resumes dealing with Washington, D.C., rubbing shoulders with influential people in the government. The new
Congressional democratic majority is good for UPMA and postal issues overall. Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and Oversight and Reform Committee chairman Elijah Cummings (D-MD) are strong supporters of postal reform; many postal issues have strong support from both democrats
and republicans on the House side.
On the Senate side, there were hearings on March 21, 2019. Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI), chairman of the Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, is still skeptical on many of the reforms. He could support some reform on actuarial obligations. He also believes
postal reform or oversight needs to improve. His main concern is that there is an understanding of the cost of postal reform and no taxpayer
bailout.
On the executive side, President Trump has stated that he believes in the importance of USPS. His postal task force did not recommend privatization.
There is no bill, yet, but the expectation is there could be in September 2019. When this bill comes out, it is imperative that each one of you call
your legislators and asked them to support it. We need to have this happen now! It can’t wait till next year, which is an election year, when it will
not be of importance.
Your PAC dollars at being spent wisely. They’re supporting legislators that support the Post Office and new up-and-coming legislators who we are
trying to get on board to help us get viable postal reform bill passed.
I will post on the UPMA Washington web page when the bill is introduced. Stay tuned. I hope everybody’s having a wonderful summer, and God
bless!
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Kristen Luther
Treasurer

UPMA works on your behalf

We are almost at the end of another summer. I love summer, as I love the sun and love to be out camping and playing on the river. As we wrap up another season, I hope you are all planning to come to Kelso and join us at our conference. We have many events scheduled, and we will be talking about the year ahead and voting on the next budget
for our chapter. We have so much planned and, moving forward into the next year, we are encouraging members
to get involved, get active, and take steps in growing our networks and our careers. These events are a valuable tool
in getting one-on-one questions answered by your peers and by district staff. If there is something you are needing
or wanting help with, please reach out to your state officers and let us know so we can get the training you want and
need. Our state chapter depends on our members being active so we can conduct business on the members’ behalf.
I hope you all are able to find peace and calm in your daily life, and that you have time away from the office—please remember to take care of
you. You are the most important person, and people rely on you. But the Postal Service will survive if you need to be away from your office.

Another great convention!

Are you the flame?

It was again a great UPMA national convention at Mohegan Sun
Casino in Connecticut. I enjoyed this convention very much and
would like to share a few highlights.
COO David Williams promised to reduce Postmasters’ unnecessary reports and daily telecoms. He also committed to making
facility repairs and maintenance as one of his priorities. Vehicle
shortage has been a problem across the nation, so he is working on
supplying us with more vehicles. A Postmaster in Alaska shared
with him that she lost three LLVs in her office. COO Williams immediately promised her office three LLVs.

Dawn Lui
Guest Columnist
Postmaster Shelton

Vice President of Northeast Operations Eric Chavez shared that our
national leaders have been working with NALC on changing the
way city routes work is structured,
for example, having one city carrier casing six routes in a day with
other carriers coming in to deliver
that mail. Stay tuned to see how this
actually works in city operations.

Postmaster General Megan Brennan spoke to us. She urged us to
provide reliable and consistent service to our communities, in
one way, by delivering parcels within one or two days of arrival in
our offices. The PMG emphasized how Parcel Return Service has
been a big part of our service and said that our national leaders are
working on emerging technology to provide effective tools for us;
for example, a program named Informed Mobility Safety Observation Tool is in your postal cell phone to provide you a web-based
tracking system for safety observations.
This year, the training at convention was outstanding. A class
called Informed Visibility answered a lot of questions on the
reports our districts and Western area send out daily. Informed
Visibility will become a one-stop-shop program for Postmasters
and Managers. There are more features to be developed in this
program.
During this convention, I was able to visit my old friends and college teachers from my hometown in Boston. I also visited Brown
University, one of the world-famous Ivy League universities. I
stepped onto the tennis court at the International Tennis Hall
of Fame in Rhode Island. And I visited one of the governmentpreserved, billion-dollar mansions in Newport, Rhode Island; the
architecture and interior design are extremely impressive. Standing at the balcony of this mansion and looking out the Atlantic
Ocean, I am so little and tiny in this world…
National Convention will be held in St. Louis, Missouri, next year.
Hope to see you there.

Diana Schuler
Secretary Treaurer
Hello, UPMA family.

		

Where has our summer gone? My husband, his niece from Rochester,
NY, and our bestie, Janice, all had a fabulous journey to the national
convention in Connecticut. At the church service on Sunday morning,
our message from Clara McCullar was on LOVE. Loving one another
through our words, our actions, our thoughts. Clara gave us all something to think about.
At the retiree business meeting, retiree President Jack Wilkins quoted
Albert Schweitzer: “In everyone’s life, at some time, our inner fire goes
out. It is then burst into flame by an encounter with another human
being. We should all be thankful for those people who rekindle the inner spirit.” He followed it by saying, “No more so than now do all of us
need the uplifting, the acceptance of help and the giving of help, and
the encouragement to keep up. People who share a common direction
and a sense of community can better attain their goal by traveling on
the thrust of one another.” Again, challenged with something to think
about.
One of the speakers on the convention floor was Mark Fallon from
the Berkshire Company. He spoke about No Big Wins—Learn to Love
the Little Lessons. He outlined ten different bullet points in areas he
learned little lessons from, and three of those were 1) look for heroes,
even when they have flaws; 2) know what you want; 3) cherish today.
He gave everyone in attendance, no matter their age, something to
think about.
Today, my husband and I rode our motorcycles in the 29th National
Camp Phoenix for young burned survivors. There were over 150 bikers, including fire fighters from many different cities, and a wide range
of diversity in people, all there for the campers. On the back of the
shirts worn by the camp counselors (some of who are burn survivors
themselves and former campers) and staff were these words, “If everything you ever wanted was on the other side of FEAR.” They help
campers (burn survivors) to overcome their emotions, especially of
shame and fear about their recovery. With the support of other survivors, they hope to change the fears to challenges. One of the directors
spoke about the love that heals, not only for the campers but those (us)
who come to support them financially and physically. Again, everyone
in attendance not only had something to think about but to tangibly
experience.
I hope I have adequately shared the things I have been thinking about
and hope I have caused you to think and to seek, and have inspired
you to achieve. May you be the flame in an encounter with another
human.
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The Retirees’
Corner
Harriet Stay
Retirees’ President
It was a dark and stormy night. Well, it was…in the book I was reading,
another thriller/mystery/whodunit. In case you’re wondering, and to set
this question to rest, there are two Ns in “whodunnit”—except in the United
States. Figures. The reason I mention this is because my first priority for my
trip to our national convention in July, in Mohegan Sun, CT, was to be sure I
had attention-grabbing reading material for two cross-country flights. James
Patterson and John Grisham can usually fill that bill. Okay, I actually read a
third mystery which I had started at home. I encountered another travel hour from the Hartford airport to our hotel through scenic countryside, but I did start my day at 1 a.m., and I’m sure I dozed off.
An unusual feature worth noting about the hotel in the middle of nowhere was the circular markers in
the hotel carpeting. It was like “follow the yellow brick road” so Dorothy wouldn’t get lost, or, in this
case, Harriet and fellow Postmasters. Great idea, Connecticut Postmasters!!!
Something I noticed about the schedule and not for the first time. I should pay closer attention. I could
have flown in two days later and saved the hotel expense if someone had sent the program in advance.
The business session did not get underway until Monday morning, and the retirees’ meeting was at
1:30 p.m.
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Retiree Officers
President

Harriet Stay
PO Box 1201 Port Townsend WA 98368
360-765-4432
hstay@hughes.net

Vice President

Milly Kropp
PO Box Otis Orchards WA 99027
H/509-928-1979
C/509-953-7283
millykropp@comast.net

Treasurer

Jackie Gurr
2512 E Willow ST #103
Signal Hill CA 90755
360-580-7524
jjgurr8@gmail.com

Secretary
Karen Lemmon
806 Mayhew ST Sunnyside WA 98944
509-840-2995
klemmon806@gmail.com

Tuesday, there was a bus tour in to Boston, MA, which I was signed up for via Louise Soles. Basically,
I was taking her slot. You may not have heard or read the information, but her hubby, Daryl Soles,
passed away just prior to this scheduled trip. We had all been praying for his recovery from two major
operations, but it was not to be. Thought about you, Louise, while making my rounds of Boston and
Newport, Rhode Island. I couldn’t figure out how to bring home a lobster or two. For some strange
reason, lobster has always been my favorite meal. I don’t like steak.
During my working years, I rarely attended a national convention, choosing to spend my time and
money (and your money) talking to our congress people in D.C. I still contend that was/is the better
choice. I can’t encourage you enough to join me and our Washington UPMA officers on our next trip
to Washington—that other one. Just think how impressive we would be if we all showed up at their
doors! Do you think it would make a difference? Would they listen to us? You betcha! The dates are always on the front page of the Cascade Connection. But just in case, mark September 13-15, 2019 (Fall
Conference) and February 24-25, 2020 (Legislative Summit) on your calendar. Please plan to attend
both. Remember, this concerns your pay, your benefits, your retirement. You need to get to know your
congressperson on a first name basis. My congressman knows mine! Okay, I can be a pest, but it works.
It all started with Pete Modaff, I believe, legislative aid for Congressman Norm Dicks, and a climb on
the ladder to the top of the Capitol. For REAL!

Do all retirees know that included
with your dues payment is your subscription to In The Mailbox?

In Memorium
A life that touches others goes on forever
Daryl Soles, husband of Louise Soles, Postmaster Retired

It is the retirees’ very own publication. You may even send the editor
articles or information for inclusion.
Just notify Eva Finley, UPMA National Editor - Retirees, of your name
and mailing address: Eva Finley, inthemailboxeditor@usa.net. Or write
to her at P.O. Box 500, Graford TX
76449-0500. It’s a great publication
just for us and a way to get to know
who’s who before you see them at
national convention.
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Out and About with UPMA Retirees!

Vic Rohret
Retired Area 15 Representative

UPMA Alaska State Convention: Anchorage Residence Inn. April 12-14, 2019
•
President Marcia opened discussion on the Blue Cross (Basic) $600 refund.
•
Sam Marx (Boise), from My Federal Benefits, gave a 2-day federal employee retiree workshop on retirement planning, FERS, CSRS, and
Social Security. Thanks, Sam for answering tough retirement questions about pensions, TSP, and Social Security!
•
National Secretary-Treasurer Jim Maher had a great presentation on “Doing it Right” (my words) in our daily postal routine: finish
reports on time, ask for help, be honest, do a great job! Don’t “borrow” postal funds... there’s no such thing as an I-O-U for our
customers or ourselves!
•
It was a pleasure for Robin and me to attend the convention and tour around Anchorage! Thanks to Jerry, Marcia, and Elaine for
taking us around on the first day. Meeting up with the retirees (Marcia, Jerry, Elaine, Linda, John) in the hospitality room brought out a
lot of memories and past adventures! On Sunday and Monday, Robin and I walked and bussed all over downtown Anchorage checking
out shops, restaurants, and breweries. We had the PeopleMover bus pass for seniors: $2.50 for all day!
UPMA Idaho State Convention: Twin Falls Red Lion, May 1-3, 2019
•
Idaho had a moderate turnout: 13 active, 2 retirees, 3 UPMA national reps, 7 USPS speakers, and 1 vendor.
•
Pania Heimuli, Salt Lake City (SLC) development and diversity manager gave a presentation on finding your management style…		
moving beyond your own viewpoint/prejudices. “Life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I react to it.”
•
Nancy Oman, SLC labor relations manager, talked about employee leave, investigation, and discipline scenarios.
•
Mike Mirides, the SLC district manager, spoke on several topics:
		 Discipline: Communicate about sick leave usage. “You’re important… I need you here to work!”
		 Safety Talks: Try not to read them. Give them verbally. Get your employees’ attention.
		 Driving Safety: Most accidents are by employees with less than 3 years of employment. Twenty percent of the workforce creates
			
59% of the driving accidents. Ask employees if there were any near misses this last week! Discuss! Avoid backing…
			
especially over 50 feet.
•
Fun activities included Auction Night and a trip to Shoshone Falls Park!
UPMA Montana State Convention: Bozeman Comfort Inn, April 26-27, 2019
I missed the Montana Convention since it was the same weekend as my home state convention. The retirees did have a meeting and submitted a
new roster of officers.
UPMA Washington State Convention: Chelan, Campbell’s Resort, April 25-28, 2019
•
Washington had a modest turnout: 9 actives, 13 retirees, 8 guests, 3 UPMA national representatives, 2 USPS speakers, and 2 vendors
for 37 attending.
•
Sherri Hertzler, a national adverse action representative from California, gave a presentation: “What to do and not to do in an investigative
interview.”
•
The Washington chapter was especially fortunate to have National President Dan Heins in attendance. Dan spoke on the future of UPMA,
stressing membership and political action. Dan also reviewed the proposed national bylaws changes.
•
Fun activities included bowling and casino hopping!
UPMA Oregon State Convention: Newport Best Western, May 1-3, 2019
•
Convention attendance was good: 12+ active, 11 retirees, 3 guests, 4 UPMA national representatives, 11 USPS speakers, and 3 vendors.
•
Dave Hofmann, Portland district rural management, gave a history and update of digitization.
•
Mandy Whitten spoke about membership, legislative action and more.
•
Ginny Gregor spoke about the education scholarship offered by the retirees. Ginny encouraged those who are close to retirement to
continue membership into retirement.
•
Norma Powell, UPMA Western Area vice president, gave a presentation on the focus and mission of the UPMA organization.
•
Brent Cofield (Oklahoma), national vice president, led us through the 17 proposed changes to the national bylaws.
•
Sam Marx (Boise), My Federal Benefits, gave an employee retiree workshop on retirement planning, FERS, CSRS, and Social Security.
•
Sherri Hertzler, a national adverse action representative from California, gave a presentation: “What to do and not to do in an investigative
interview.”
•
Fun activities included beach combing and Wine & Paint Night!

2019 Scholarship Award Winner!
We are pleased and honored to announce
that Haley Morgan McRae was selected as
the Washington UPMA recipient of the
2019 Scholarship Award. Haley is presently
attending Washington State University in
Spokane, and is a WSU Nursing Student
Ambassor, among her other activities. Plus,
she is on the President’s Honor Roll. Please
feel free to send good wishes to her mom,
Postmaster Artie McRae, of Republic.
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National
Convention
Uncasville CT
Beatles tribute band (someone’s favorite
group...now who can that be?)
Karen Lemmon photobombed
by Diana Schuler

Brian Ireland, Teresa and Kevin Goss @
Fenway Park
Trina Loman, Charles Smith,
Brian Irelend, Harriet Stay
Teresa and Kevin Goss
Wendy and Dan Fleming

Dawn Lui at the Internationall Tennis Halll
of Fame, Newport, RI

Rudy Johnson, Brian Ireland,
Kristen Luther, Gordon Williams
Robin Walker, Vic Rohret, Kristen Luther, Gordon Williams, Darby and Patrick McDonough, Dan and Wendy
Fleming, Karen Lemmon
Vic Rohret and Robin Walker

Diana and George Schuler

Trina Loman and Charles Smith
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Charles Smith
Guest Columnist
Postmaster Seabeck

Pontification followed by fireworks

I have been struggling with regards to how I should write this article. Part of me wants to elaborate on what I saw at the national convention, but
then I remember that it would take me so many words that I am certain our lovely editor would email me and tell me to shorten my article. And
I don’t really want to go through that exercise. Suffice it to say, shenanigans did abound, and I would happily tell you about them in person or through email. In person would be
best, and a great spot to do it would be at our Fall Conference in Kelso. Let’s meet in the bar, and I will buy the first drink.
In regard to our editor, she deserves significant appreciation because our paper won first place in the small-chapter newspaper competition at the national convention. She deserves tons of credit for putting out a quality product. Thank you, Michelle.
The convention was in many ways (except one) very similar to the many union conventions I’ve attended over the last twenty-plus years. There were the normal speakers, local
dignitaries, community leaders, politicians, and USPS brass like COO David Williams and PMG Megan Brennan. I’d like to tell you that they spoke eloquently and gave a rosy
outlook of our future, but well, that would be a lie. The facts are that we are losing money, the organization is somehow going to make a huge expenditure for new vehicles next
year and, while at the same time being broke, they are looking at more ways to micromanage us. And they have no plans, really, on incentivizing us. One thing I learned about the
COO is that if you bring a grievance to the microphone on the convention floor, there is a good chance he will get it done ASAP. One lady complained about a toilet seat not getting fixed, and another lady from Alaska complained about being short three LLVs. Williams allegedly called and fixed both issues that afternoon, so compile a list for next year’s
convention, and maybe you can get things in your office fixed. Need new paint? Is your HVAC broken? Are you missing an LLV, etc... Just go to St. Louis and be eloquent at the
microphone.
There were some pretty nice training opportunities at the convention, which really stood out as the highlight of the convention for me. Personally, I really disliked the schedule of
the convention. For instance, they scheduled a day off (Tuesday), and they opened convention one morning and went into training in the afternoon. I would rather they schedule
the convention and training to run before or after each other; that way, we could make choices. Maybe we want to send people for the training and not the convention; maybe we
want to send someone for the convention and not the training. In regard to the Tuesday, I would rather I decide if I want a vacation day, not have it forced on me. I am an adult. I
can decide if I want to come a day early or late—don’t schedule my leave for me.
The only real business that took place at the convention was quite the hot topic and was essentially tabled until next year. The topic is voting at the chapter level. There are folks
who think democracy in this organization is best served by having members at the chapter level vote on everything. There are other folks who just want elections of national
officers to occur at the chapter level. I am of the opinion that while it seems to allow for more democracy to vote on amendments and resolutions at the chapter level, it actually
denies the most important part of democracy, which is the exchange of ideas, and the ability to amend and or debate the issues. I’ll explain it to you a little better.
The current bylaws are very similar to every organization I have ever been a part of. An amendment or resolution is created by someone and usually voted on at the chapter level.
The amendment is sent to the national organization and screened by a committee that either concurs or doesn’t concur and then sends the amendment or resolution to the national convention for debate (which includes the ability to amend) and voting.
The process that was being proposed (I use this term loosely because it didn’t actually make it to the floor; that’s the long story for the bar in Kelso) to us at convention would require the chapters or individuals to send amendments to the national organization early on in the year. Their screening committee would make recommendations and then send
those proposals to the state chapter’s conventions where we would vote them up or down. We would have no ability to amend them, and we really would not know much about
why they are being proposed to begin with. It seems to give the chapter some power, but I think it is counterintuitive.
Amendments and proposals need vigorous debate. We need to really know their genesis and, most importantly, we need the ability to perfect them. None of that can happen with
the proposed process. I also can’t help but ask, “What is the point of the national convention if we are not going to actually do any business?” I mean, we could see all the speeches
online; they regurgitate the same stuff over and over again.
A proposal I expect to see next year is one where the current model is expanded. The chapters initiate an amendment or resolution, vote on it locally, and send it to national. It
goes to the screening committee, and then it goes to the national convention. The members at the national convention get to debate, perfect, and vote on it and then……it is sent
back to the chapter for final ratification or denial. It was explained to me that the reason certain people want this is to allow a chapter to vote its full strength. Apparently, there is
a concern that some chapters cannot afford to send people to the national convention, and that allows the bigger chapters to control the voting of the day. I have always thought
that theory was overblown, and that vigorous debate and logical people will make the right decision on the convention floor. I suppose if this process is accepted that I could live
with it, but again I don’t think we are doing ourselves any justice by creating a process that would take well over a year to allow amendments and resolutions to come to fruition.
So, in the end, I really think we do not need to reinvent the wheel. Let’s just leave it as.
If I were to recommend another change to the national convention, I think we should hire a parliamentarian for the convention. What went on in regard to parliamentarian procedures was quite embarrassing. Let’s hire someone whose job is to keep us on track and doing things the right way, not a political appointee.
I am proud to say that I represented the members while I was there. Right or wrong, I was vocal and participating. I am very thankful that the chapter executive board chose to
sponsor my attendance.
In closing, I just want to say this. Gordon and I are simpatico when it comes to the future of this association. We want a vibrant association that represents, educates, and actively
participates in the landscape that is the USPS. I did not get involved to be an observer or because I needed a club to join. I am a life member of the VFW, and the drinks are real
cheap there. I want this association to be an active stakeholder in the USPS. In order to get there, we need maximum participation at our trainings and meetings, and of course,
maximum membership. There seems to be a thought out there that UPMA is for the Level 18 Postmasters. That is not the case. While Level 18 Postmasters may be the ones that
are the most actively involved, that does not mean that UPMA doesn’t want higher level Managers or Supervisors involved. It is the best interest of all of us to work together and
make a strong show of solidarity to the decision makers in the USPS. Please make it to Kelso, and please sign up your neighboring Postmaster, Supervisor, or Manager.
“We must indeed all hang together, or most assuredly we will hang separately” –Benjamin Franklin

President Wendy on the convention floor
Postmaster Gerneral Megan Brennan
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Fall Conference
September 13 - 15, 2019
Kelso WA
Find the registration form on the next page
Don’t forget door prizes!
President Wendy invites you and your family to
her and Dan’s farmhouse for a BBQ that will also serve as a
986 district meeting.
• Date: September 13, 2019
• Time: 6:30 p.m.
• Bring: You and your family. Food and softdrinks are
provided
• Location: 350 Matson Rd, Kalama
• Wendy: 360-430-4890/my-angel85@live.com

Conference Schedule
Subject to change

Thursday, Sept 12
6:00-8:00 pm Registration: Hospitality Room
6:00 pm
Hospitality room: room number to be announced

Friday, Sept 13
7:00 am
7:30 am

Breakfast in Hospitality Room
Registration: Convention Hall

8:00 am
8:15 am

Door prizes
Call to order by President Wendy Fleming
Pledge of Allegiance and Invocation
Convention rules
Welcome from host Postmaster Mike Wonderly
Introduction of first timers

9:00 am
10:45 am
11:00 a.m.

MPOO Panel
Break
Sina Taihia-Siva, Seattle Mgr Consumer & Industry

Noon

Lunch (provided)

1:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:45 pm
4:00 pm

Ian Denning, Seattle OPS/RIMMS
Retirees’ meeting in hospitality room
Dave Hoffmann, Portland OPS/Digitation & RSD
Bill Schwartz, Portland District Manager
Break
Seattle Labor, Fear of Confrontation

6:30 pm
9-11 pm

BBQ Postmaster Wendy’s house in Kalama
Hospitality room open

Saturday, Sept 14
7:00 am
7:30 am
8:00 am
8:15 am
8:30 am
9:30 am

Breakfast in Hospitality Room
Registration: Convention Hall
Door prizes
Call to order/announcements
Wendy Averett, EAP
UPMA National Officer (not confirmed)

10:45 am
11:00 am

Break
Angie Rettstatt, MPOO,
Credit Card Reconciliation

Noon-1:30

Lunch (provided)

1:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:15 pm
6:00 pm
6:30 pm

General Business Session
Break
Executive Board Meeting
Social Time
Banquet (provided)
Post-Banquet Dance/DJ

Sunday, Sept 15
7:00 am
8:30 am
9:00 am

Brunch provided
Church Service
Conference wrap-up

Why not share this newspaper with others in your office
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Free Registration to First Timers!

Free Registration to First Timers!
After attending a state meeting for the first time (state convention or fall conference), a Washington UPMA member
may be reimbursed for their registration. To qualify for reimbursement, the member must attend the entire convention or conference.

All USPS employees are welcome to join UPMA

